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talking to them in tne only language they could understand. The
same fastidiousness lay behind his obstinate appeals to reason, and
refusal or incapacity to address himself to sentiment or prejudice,
notwithstanding every proof of their hold over the mass of human
beings.
His shrinking from the limelight even of posthumous publicity
appears further in his refusal of a public funeral, and in his reluctance
to have his life written. He went, indeed, so far as to declare that he
would do his best to make any biography impossible, and it took all
the diplomacy of Mr. Spender—than whom he had no more valued
personal friend or closer political confidant—to reconcile him to the
inevitable. " If it must be," he said, " I would sooner be in your
hands than in any." But by this time he had destroyed much
valuable material and seriously embarrassed the task of his
biographers.
In his private life he displayed in an unusual degree those
idiosyncrasies, or — to borrow a term from the eighteenth-century
vocabulary he loved — those " nodosities " of habit and conduct which
mark their owner as a " character." Not that he was in the least
eccentric or remote from the human norm. His intellectual range and
curiosity furnished in abundance points of contact with all types.
With scholars and business men, with ecclesiastics and soldiers, with
racing men, heralds, and experts in chess, he could discuss their
specialities on level terms, often exposing joints in their armour and
filling gaps in their knowledge while continually replenishing his
own* But of the neutrality of tint which makes so many men a
mere replica of their surroundings, he had no trace. Thus he never
concealed from doctors his disbelief in the value of their art, or
missed an opportunity in their company of emphasising his contempt
for the therapeutic pretensions of exercise and fresh air. With dog
lovers he fearlessly paraded his indifference to the dumb creation,
and musicians were never left in doubt that he considered their
performances a compound of noise and nuisance, which was only
tolerable if not too loud.1 In all companies he was himself, and all
that he did and said bore his signature : was as unborrowed, as
1 He was on one occasion induced to sit through the whole of
The only feature of the performance which excited his admiration or even his
interest was the spirited behaviour of the horse ** Grane," which, " More fortunate,**
as he said, " than myself," escaped from the Opera House before the second act,
and was only recaptured from a hiding-place ofi the Strand just in time to participate
in the third. The experience left hia estimate of animal intelligence improved, but
his opinion of music unchanged.

